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INTRODUCTION 

In the Fall of 1990, the Cumberland County Commissioners appointed a group of 
citizens to evaluate county/regional government. The County Commissioners 
took this action after reviewing the VISION 2000 report and listening to a group of 
citizens present a summary of that report. The County Commissioners asked the 
group to focus its deliberations on the following questions: 

1) ·Should regional I county government continue to exist and, if so, what 
functions.should be carried out by this level of government as opposed 
to local or state government? · 

2) Are the boundaries of Cumberland County, as they currently exist, 
still appropriate for regional government in this area?. 

' • •• •. ~· . . l. ·'· 

3) Is the current structure of Cumberland County government 
:appropriate for regional.governin:eni, 'both now and in the future? 

4) How should regional/county government be funded?.Is there a better 
method of funding than the property tax? 

5) · What legal changes are necessary to implement any suggestions 
·made? 

The County Commissioners appointed to the Commission To Ev'a.luate 
County/Regional Government ("Commission") people from diverse backgrounds 
and varying political perspectives, but with the common trait ofhaving a hiS"fucy 
of involvement with community affairs. The members of the· C:ommission. are 
listed at the end of this report (.Appendix A). · 

Factors leading to establishment of the Commission included: 
.. . .. '·:. :· 

• Increased awareness of the regional nature of many problems impacting 
quality of life and ability to su~tain economic· growth in the region; 

• Steadily increasing reliance on ad hoc regional pro.blem soJving 
mechanisms to address these problems; 

• Increa~ed frustration with the complexity and remotenesa···of the ad hoc 
governance mechanisms; 

• Increased frustration with the lack of ability of existing governmental 
structures to facilitate efficient decision making when competing public 
priorities are involved; 

• Increased frustration with the rising cost of county government and its 
impact on local property taxes; 

• The belief that there might be a better way for government to be structured 
to effectively meet the evolving needs of the region. 

This report will present the findings of the Commission and answer the questions 
asked by the County Commissioners. The report will discuss the historical and 
philosophical issues which impact the role of County government. 
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The Commission 'conducted· its affairs over a two year period. Among its 
conclusions were: , ·. 

1) 

2) 

EffiCient and· effective provision of many public goods and services requires 
organization of some services on a regional basis. Solid waste management, 
water provision, waste water treatment, human services delivery, police 
services in rural areas and· transportation planning and· coordination are 
among the public goods and services currently organized'regionally. 

The regional organizations which provide pub'lic goods and services are often 
ad hoc, sjiecial purpose orgahizdlions. These organizations usually focus on 
one specific fu:dction,· i.e., solid wa'ste management, and therefore lack the 
ability to coordinate and balance competing public interests. Also, these 
organizations often limit participation in policy setting to a small group of 
people who are not elected by the citizens at large. This lessens the ability of 
citizens to meaningfully participate in policy development in these area·s. 

3) : The role of State government has expanded greatly in the past thirty years.·. 
Centralization of government authority at the State level has led to expanded 
bureaucracies des1~ed to implement uniform policies statewide. The 
bureaucracies inhibit experimentation with new ways of achieving goals· and 
lack awareness of unique factors important to effective decision making in 
Cumberland County as opposed to other counties, and visa versa. 

4) · Keeping con·trol ofgoverninent as close to the people as possible is a time
proven concept. · As issues have beconie more complex and more inter
related (land use/environmental proteCtion/transportation policy/economic 
development), the scale at which local control can be a meaningful concept 

....... 

. :. :~ .\). ·~-~ 

. { 

.,!_( 

:; 

has changed. Local control is being re-defined to mean control at that level of 
goveriiment closest to the citizens with the capability of effectively addressing · ,~:,·c:.f2 
the issue. Increasingly, this implies a stronger role for County government 
because the County is the level of government closest to the citizens with the 
capability of effectively addressing issues which cross municipal boundaries. ·:.". 
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5) Ad hoc interest groups have assumed a disproportionate influence in 
government. In the era of interest group politics, many ad hoc interest 
groups claim the mantle of speaking for "the people" when in fact they 
present one particular view of what is best for the public. In a democracy, 
government must ultimately represent the interests of the public and must be· 
able to make difficult decisions even when powerful interest groups are 
actively lobbying for their particular perspective. Government must reaffirm 
its role as the entity with the responsibility for coordinating and balancing 
competing interests. Strengthening··.the ability to c<mrdinate and manage 
competing priorities from ,a·lregional basis will reflect the reality that many 
issues are inherently regional in nature, and will allow' the unique needs' of 
the citizens of Cumberland County to be brought to bear during the decision 
making process. · ··· 

6) The current structure of County government so divides responsibility from 
authority that efficient and effective governance is made very difficult, 'if 
possible at all. The County Commissioners have responsibility for the 

·. functiQning of coun~y government, but do' not have the authoriti' to 
administer the departments :.of county government~. which have their'' own 
elected heads. Authority, responsibility and accountability in county 
government must be made logical. 

7) The county has functtonal responsibilities, but no taxing mechanism to 
support its work. To flm:d itself, the county levies a surcharge on the property 
tax. which creates on;.going discord between the ·county and ·the 
municipalities. A direct taxing mechanism for the· county is necessary if it is 
to effectively manage regional problem solving. 

8) County government should be more effective than ·state government in 
dealing with regional issues. Effective county government will strengthen 
local control and local capacity to address key problems and opportunities. 

9) Regional governance should promote accountability of elected and appointed 
officials. A good indicator of this will be when citizens know who is 
responsible and what they are responsible for at the county level. 
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The County Commissioners asked the Commission to Evaluate County/Regional 
Government to answer five questions. The questions and the answers developed 
by the Commission are: 

QUESTION. 1: 

;'Should regional I county government continue tci··exist and, if so, 
'what functions should be carried out by this level of government as 
·opposed to lQcal or state government? 

·>?•' 

ANSWER:. : ·. · '· ··. 
I, .~_,. ' ., ·~ t~" ' • •' • < • 

.. ;·.· ·:·~ i ,. 
·' 

: ' .. : .. { ;'; :-; ~ ~(-' 

County government should continue to exist. It is be.st qualified to facilitate 
coordination and to balance ;the competing regional interests because it will bring 
to :the policy development and decision making processes the perspectives of . 
people actually impacted by the issues . 

. :.·. 

While the' Commission believes many existi.il.g functions are properly situated, we ' ,.,. • ,; 
believe the County should als'o perform the following functions: · . :: .. : 

• Economic development support 

• Regional review of local . comprehensive land use plans required by. th~ 
state's growth management law 

• Administration of state environmental protection laws and policies at the· 
regional level 

• Trans.portati~n planning and implementation 

• FUn.ding for non-profit human sernces agencies 

• Waste water management 

• Water ~upply management 

. The County should not manage correctional facilities; this responsibility belongs 
to the State. 

The County should take an active role in promoting inter-municipal cooperation. 

I; I ~,!. • 
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Background For 'Ibis Answer 

Democracy, i.e., governance by the people, demands that citizens get actively 
involved in defining the role of governme~t. Citizens hold many different and 
varied philosophical beliefs about the role of government. ·· Therefore, in a · 
democracy, many different and varied philosophical beliefs must be considered 
when thinking through changes in government roles, functions and structure. 

f 

The members of the. Commission To Evaluate County/Regional Government 
represented a wide variety of perspectives concerning the rol~ which .. government 
should play in our society: This made for iively and ·at times conte11tious 
discussions concerning the topics being explored. This-·diversity of opinion.,, and 
perspective was a strength of the Commission because it mirrored the 
perspectives and concerns of the citizens of our region in this time of change. 

·In the Commission's discussion~ it became obvious that the members generally 
desire similar outcomes from governinent, but define those outcomes, -~d w,ays to 
achieve them, differently. In general, members desire .only enoug}l government 
to provide those public goods and services which are.necessary for'()u.r society to 
survive and prosper. They wish to limit government services to those that can be · ., ,. 
supplied better, at less cost, more equitably, or more responsively by a 
governmental unit than by individuals or private enterprise. 

We support the following principles as guideposts for determining the role and 
functions .of regior:tal government: 

• Public services should be provided at that level of govefuinent closest to the 
people which_can adequately provide the service. ·· .-· ' 

• Govemmeni based on majority rule is fundamental, but tha_~; the rights and 
preferences of the minority must not be ignored. 

• Citizens should have the amount of government they want, but this must be 
tempered by the willingness of the people to pay for that government. 

• Organizations tend over time to become less responsive to the evolving 
needs of those they were designed to serve, and that regular change and 
methods to encourage flexibility are necessary to prevent rigidity. 

• Government must be very careful not to assume responsibilities better left to 
the private sector. 

• There· should be a logical relationship between the governance tasks 
assigned to any specific governing entity and the responsibilities and 
structure of that entity. 

• Every governing entity should be held accountable for its actions. 
• The funding mechanisms for each governance entity 'should be logically, · 

related to the services that entity provides. 
• The way a governmental entity is structured greatly impacts the efficiency 

and effectiveness of that entity. 

·'; · .. ~· . 
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Those public goods and sen,rices which are inherently regional in nature should 
be provided at the county·lev~J:!···The criteria for··determinipg which goods and 
services are inherently regional are: 

• Nat ural boundaries, such as aquifers and river corridors 
• Multi-municipal impact, i.e., issues which cross municipal boundaries. 
• Economic vitality, i.e., issues which impact the economic vitality .of the 

region as a whole 
• Meaningful public participation,_ i.e., issues which require a regional 

forum if public participation is to be meaningful .. ·· · · ". 
• Efficiency and effectiveness, i.e., issues which can most efficiently and/or 

effectively be dealt-with at a regional level 
• HistoricaJ. precedent. . ,. . . ..... 

.. r ~. .I . .. • « 

As the Commission pursued its charge it became obvious that to understand how 
any specific function of government worked, it was necessary to identify where re
sponsibility resided for policy development, administration, funding and account
ability. For any given function, such as fire protection, each of these responsibility 
elements is managed at one or more layers of government. For fire protection, 
policy development occurs to a great extent at the State level and somewhat at the 
municipal level. Administration, funding and accountability occur primarily at 
the municipal level. The State provides support and training services. 

·, ~··· 

·'.:"' 

Where each responsibility element is managed is r10t the only area of interest .. 
The relationship between the level at which policy is established and service is 
administered, or the level where funding is determined and accountability resides 
are also of concern. For instance, policies concerning incarceration of criminals 
are made at the State level yet much of the administration and funding for that 
governmental function comes from counties. Is this appropriate? Or should 
policy development, administration, accountability and funding be linked in a 
rational way? When discussing regional issues and the role of· county 
go_vernment specifically, we focused much of our discussions on how policy 
development, administration, funding and accountapility are being handled now, 
and how •. they should be handled in the future. · · · • 

Considerable time was devoted to considering the functions of government. As 
noted above, policy development, administration, funding and accountability were 
reviewed for each function. In most cases, the existing distribution of 
responsibilities among State, Counties and municipalities was determined to be 
reasonable. Those governmental functions which the Commission determined 
should be handled differently generally fell into the category of functional areas 
~which have ~xperienced considerable change_ over the last twenty yeal,"s. Also, 



these functional areas tended to be ones where State control places responsibility 
too far away from the citizens impacted, while municipal control is not broad 
enough to include most people who are impacted by the function. Those functions 
we recommend be handled differently are discussed below. 

Economic Development, Land Use and Environmental ProteCtion 

When discussing economic development it soon became obvious to us that 
meaningful consideration could be given to the topic only if environmental 
protection , ~nd land use issues _were -~lso discussed. In many ways, this .. 
realization points out a major weakness with the existing system. In the State of 
Maine we have bureaucracies to set and implement policies and regulations in all 
three areas. Although communication and coordination may occur among these 
departments, it is not uncommon for people and organizations in Cumberland 
County who are attempting to get necessary approvals for an economic 
development activity to receive what appear to be co~icting messages from the 
various bureaucr~cies. Since as a state we want more high paying jobs, a very 
clean environment, protection for individual property rights; .. ~~ve_lopment 
activities which by their nature do not make it more difficult to proyide public 
goods and services , such as clean water and qre protection, reduced energy 
consumption, and more, these conflicting messages realistically represent the 
situation. When taken by itself, each of these things we want seems above 
reproach. Yet when considered in light of other competing desires, each of these 
"wants" cannot be achieved unless other "wants" are compromised. ''· 

The Commission believes that the ability to balance competing demands and 
make decisions which will allow progress is very difficult to achieve under the 
existing structure. The Commission recommends that structural changes be 
made in the governance system to allow balancing among competing priorities to 
occur at the County level. This must be accomplished if we are to deal with the 
increasingly complex problems fating economic development initiatives and 
environmental protection goals in our County. 

Specifically, the Commission recommends: 

• The County should coordinate public· sector economic development. policy 
development and implem~ntation for the region. This should include 
working with the private sector initiatives currently in place. Emphasis" 
should be on creating a climate conducive to economic vitality, business 
success and area prosperity. 

.i-, 



• The Greater Portland Council of Governments, acting .in its role as 
Regional Planning Agency, currently-fulfills the regional coordination role 
required by the state's growth management law. The county should bring 
the COG planning functions under the county umbrella. 

•· While ~nvironm(mtal law and regulations should continue to. be es~bl.i~h_e_r·, 
· at the_ state level, environmental. review should be moved ta, ;the cp~ty.leveC.' 

A Co\inty'.Board of Environmental Review should be established by county . 
government. The county should arrange for certified professional staff to 
perform staff work for these reviews. The fees charged to developers which 
curi~ntly go 1''to "the state should go to· the county to .. offset the cost. 

·n .. Municipalities 'With in-house expertise should be able .to perform the. 
•.>:· ·- reViews themselves. , .. ; 

. '\•. 

Th~ intent of these recommendations is· for the County to provide a stt¥cture 
whlch allows' ·decisions to be made which balance competing interests concerning 
economic development, land use and environmental protection. Most 
Commission members believed that a balancing mechanism was the mis$-ing 
link in the existing structure. Since we as a society want good jobs and a clean 
eri-vi:tonmeiit, energy efficiency and the ability to get where we want to .. go-.with 
little hassle, we as a society cannot have all of every priority we desire. Theref~~e 
tlie need to balance~ and a mechanism to achieve that balance, are crucial. " .. 

Transportation Planning and Implementation 

Transportation planning and implementation are predominantly handled at the 
state and federal levels. Although most people think of automobiles and roads 
·when they think of the transportation system, rail, air, port and mass transit 
facilities also play very important roles in the economy and life of the region. In 
light of the recent transportation policy changes at the federal and state levels, 
non-road transportation systems may well play a bigger role in the future. The 
new initiatives indicate that massive changes in thinking about transportation 
aire taking place. The.new·federal policy has as two of its major goals reductio_n of 
e'nergy consumption and sharing more costs •' with lower levels of government. 
The new state policy requires extensive citizen input and consideration of all 
alternatives when making transportation decisions. It also suggests that citizen 
input be organized on a regional level. 

Al~hough planning and implementation for transportation issues have 
preao'minantly been handled at the upper levels of government, the members of 
the Commission believe that transportation is a very important regional issue. 



Much of the regional economy is based on the ability of local businesses to 
transport goods and people to and froni homes and work places. Most citizens 
travel predominantly within the region. In light of this it is remarkable that the 
municipalities and county have such little ability to shape the region's 
transportation system. The main reason appears to be that most transportation 
funding is beyond the scope of local and regional government. Especially in light 
of the massive changes taking place in the transportation policy dev.elopment 
process at the federal and ·state levels, it is imperative that the region increase its 
ability to impact transportation decisions. 

PACTS, the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation Study, and the Greater 
Portland Council of Governments, coordinate local and regional transportation 
planning. PACTS is the mechanism used to coordinate transportation planning 
for much of the region and to allocate federal transportation dollars designated for 
the region. PACTS acts as the designated metropolitan planning organization 
required ·by.the federal government as part·of the urban transportation planning . 
process. GP COG fulfills the transportation planning role for thqse. 
municipalities in the county which do not participate in PACTS. 

The Commission believes that more local. and regional input into transportation. 
planning· and system development are ·necessary, especially during the coming 
years of great change. Because the State's new transportation planning 
mechanism is in process ofbeing developed, it is a good time for the county to get 
involved. The Commission recommends that the County assert its desire to .play 
an active role in coordination of transportation planning and system development 
for the region. The just released guidelines on implementation of the new 
transportation policy should offer an excellent opportunity for the county to get 
involved in regional transportation planning. . , .... 

Human SerVices 

Currently, the federal and state governments fund and administer most welfare 
programs. General assistance ·is the major component of municipality's human 
services costs, and the state reimburses the municipalities for most of these costs. 
Since determinations of levels of support to be provided via general assistance are 
made at the state level, this funding mechanism is appropriate. 

Public sector funding for non-profit human services agencies often comes from a 
combination of federal, state, county arid local governments. This can lead to 
situations ·where agencies apply both to the county and to individual 
municipalities for funding. It can require human services agencies to make 
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multiple presentations to multiple towns seeking relatively small amounts of 
funding··rrom each. 

The county has established a human services advisory committee to 
systematically study requests from the agencies for funding. This mechanism 
balances the needs of the people in the county with the proposals submitted by the 
~gencies and rationally allocates available funds. Most municipalities do not 
have tlie staff or the time to pursue a systematic evaluation of pro.po:sa\s1when 
allocating human services funds. 

Human services are inherently regional in nature. People receiving subsidized 
child care or homemaker services may live in Gorham or Freeport·· or Stan.dish 

: and receive service from an agency in Portland or Yarmouth or Westbrook. ,Many 
of the human services agencies are organized on a county or regional basis. Our 

; society has determined that people should not live below a certain standard. w~' 
have· determined that certain policies which support the work ability of certmn 
groups of citizens, or which provide support services to other groups who would 
otherwise not be able to live without supervision, are important for the co~on 
good.:of everyone. The organizations which have developed to fulfill thes~. go8.ls 
have 'chosen to approach them from a regional perspective. . _ . 

The Commission therefore recommends that funding for non-profit human 
servi.ces agencies be consolidated at the county level. Municipalities would no 
long~r use property tax dollars Jo fund human serVices at the local level, and 
additional property tax dollars to fund human services at the county level. The 
county's human services advisory committee process can be ·used to allocate· funds. 
in a V(ay which meets the human services needs of the citizen's ofthkcouhty. · · 

Waste Water Management and Water Provision 

Regional government should be responsible for policy development, 
administration, operations and funding of waste water management including 
the .management of source point pollution. The regional government shoUld have 
the· authority to delegate responsibility for administration an4 operations as it 
deems appropriate. · · '' · · ·· 

Management of waste water is an issue which crosses local boundaries and 
directly impacts the well being of the region as a whole. As our understanding of 
the impact of polluted water on our lives and our economy has increased, the need 
to manage this most precious of resources has become clear. Many changes are 
now taking place that will impact the nature of water managem~nt in the future. 

~: .. 
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Waste water management is moving more into the political arena than was 
previously the case. The high and rapidly increasing costs of managing waste 
water, as well as controversy over appropriate fee structures, are making waste. 
water management more controversial than in the past. Also, the impact of state 
and federal mandates, and the fact that they have been becoming more stringent 
and costly, have forever moved water management out of the "taken for grante4" 
category. Fun,.ding for waste water projects has moved from predominantly. .. · 
federal, to a mi:ltture of state, federa'l~'and l:fs·er·fees, to an increasing reliance on .. ,:. 
user fee funding. · · · " 

··. 
It has become abundantly clear that decisions about expanding waste water 
systems impact local land use decisions. As the relationship between waste water 
management and environmental quality becomes better understood, the 
technology and expertise needed to make informed decisions. ~bout waste water 
management has become less and less available at the local level. The bottom line 
is tha~ waste water management is an issue which seriously impacts the region ::' . 
as a whole. A larger political entity-will be better able to negotiate with the state ':.:. 
and federal authorities who drive w'aste water management policy development 
and regulation. The cohnty will also be better able to work with municipalities in 
an increasingly political arena to' assure that safety considerations for .the entir~. 
region receive priority. 

Policy development, administration, operations and funding related t9 the 
provision of water should be the responsibility of county government. 
Municipalities could elect to provide their own water if they so desire. However, 
the county should have the authority to block any direct threat to water quality. . , . : 

Like waste:·water management, access to safe drinking water has become costly'''· 
and heavily politicized. Regulations, mostly from the federal level, will soon 
cause rate payers in our region to experience substantial increases. The value of 
the additions to the water protection system necessitated by the regulati~ns fs·'' 
questioned by many. 

The sharing of authority between municipalities and special-districts or private' 
water companies worked well prior to the· politicization of access to water. 
However, the PUC will regulate water rates no matter how the water is provided. 
Like waste water management, access to safe drinking water is an issue which 
crosses local boundaries and directly impacts the well being of the region as a 
whole. Also, a larger political entity will be better able to negotiate with the state 
and federal authorities who drive access to water policy develo-pment and 
regulation. 
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Corrections management is not a legitimate responsibility for County 
government. This responsibility should be transferred to th~ State. 

The Commission believes that the laws and regulations which are the basis of the 
corrections system are generated at the State level. Corrections should therefor.e 
primarily be a State function. Another strong argument for State management of 
corrections is that a State system shou.ld provide for. more equitable financing. 
Funding.the corrections system from the more bro~dly based taxes available at the 
State level will .. more closely match the broad social value. of the corrections 
system. ''· .. .-. ::? .·.- ,:···\ f'· ·_·,- .. ,, · .. , .. : .• . ·. . , , , . 

!'":•' 

~unicipal Cooperation 

In many functional areas, the Commission believes that the county shou:I'd. . 
encourage and facilitate inter municipal cooperation. Fire, rescue and dispatch, 
especially as concerns capital expenditures, educatio_n. and library services are 

. . ''•'··· \.· .. 
areas where the county can facilitate cooperation. ,~ ,-, ·{ ·:-j~ . 

· .... ·.:··,··. ':'. 

_, ·-.. '; ,./- _ .. ._.,.. .... r··, ~ •• >.:-· :"' •·. . 

• --~ . ; ' !-r. 

;·'· 

·:-. 
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·QUESTION 2: 

Are the boundaries o(Cumberlarz,d .County, as- they currently exist, 
·still appropriate for regional government in this area? 

ANSWER: 
.·:i1· t;, 

······ ~r.t'~:-.~-.. f"· ' . .-····~\ ·~ 

The functioning of county government could be_ improved· if C()unty boundaries 
were realigned to reflect rational; d)Jisideratfrin "'or' factofs ··~uch' ~s natural . 
boundaries, work/live patterns, ecoriolri:ic vitality, psychologicafperception. of 
"place", etc. Nevertheless, our only forin·al vote was to le'ave the bowidaries as 
they are. 

Background For This Answer 

. - ., ... L';T •. •' .-. -.· . .. . .. ' 

Most members of the Commission felt that little logic can be fotind·to support 
existing County boundaries. As one Commission member repeatedly stated, the 
towns in the western part of the County feel they have little in common with the . ~ . 
Greater Portland area. Other Commission members put the case more broadly: 
the existing County boundaries do not have an organizing logic such as a shared 
economy or watershed. Thus, many Commission members felt that County 
boundaries should be re-drawn. The overriding concern when the Commission 
discussed this issue was that to change County boundaries would impact the 
entire State and would require action by the State. 

The Commission therefore recommends that the boundaries issue be dealt with in 
a statewide forum. 

In the absence of state-wide action, the Commission voted to recommend to the 
County Commissioners that the existing County boundaries remain as they are. 
The issue arose a number of times during the Commission's deliberations. 

. ... 



QUESTION.,3: ... 

Is the current structure of Cumberland County goverhme'ntc ,·t·.· .. _ · • 

appropriate for regional government, both now and in the future? 

ANSWER 

No. The ctirrent structure of county government is not adequate to deal with the 
, ·I· 

governance needs of the county, neither now nor in the future. It should be, .. 
changed to make it more representative of the citizens and more $Upportive of .. 
leadership development. ' : .· 

Background For This Answer ~· ! ' 

Government re-structuring is currently a topic of interest to many in Maine. If 
one believes that the citizens in a democracy generally make the right decisions 
and have the right instincts about their government, then this interest. in re
structuring must be taken very seriously. Members of the Commission To 
Evaluate CoUil.ty/Regional Government discussed ·oil a number of occasions their. 
concerns about the structure .of government in Mafue, especially as it impa~ts our 
ability to deal with regional issues. · ' . . .. ,. 

The most far reaching change in governmental structure in Maine in the last: 
twenty five years .has been the greatly increased role of State government. . This 
enhanced role was an outgrowth of ~terations in the funding and organization of 
State government which occurred in the late 60's ~d early 70's. These changes 
were in response to a generally shared. perspective that we were not adequately 
responding to evolving social, environmental, economic and 'other problems, and 
that government must be re-structured to address these problems. ·In response, 

,. . . . -: 

tl;le State of Maine set up the . department structure and management system 
which it currently uses thereby enhancing the ability of the State. to proVide public 
goods and services. · · ·· 

The stronger, consolidated ~tate departments which came out of that. era of 
reform pursued the course manda.ted by decision makers. They organized 
themselves in a manner designed to facilitate meeting their responsibilities on a 
statewide basis. Often this involved establishing or strengthening regions so that 
policies could be implemented in a controlled and coordinated manner. 

The members of the Commission noted several concerns with the outcomes 
realized as a result of the current structure of State government. The State 
departments have established, and strengthened over the years, a series of hub 
and spoke bureaucracies. The hub is the administrative office in Augusta which 
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works with the Governor and legislature to set policies. · The spokes are the 
regional offices located around the State which implement the policies set at the 
State level. The regions established by the departments tend to be defined based on 
criteria of that particular department and often do not coincide with regions 
established by other departments. Also, since each department has its own 
legislative mandate, often made by the particular legislative committee with 
jurisdiction over that specific department, the ability to coordinate and balance 
competing priorities can be problematic. An example is the at times conflicting · · 
environmental and economic development .policies which the current structure 
generates. 

At a time when ,American business is decentralizing its structure and 
emphasizing~ total. quali~Yr" -W~i9h i~ based on. coordination among_ various 
components of a system to: impr<we quality and an emphasis on improving 
processes as a way to achieve lo-~g_term results, government appears to remain · ·· 
centralized and controlled- from the top down:_. $ince each department's rules are · · 
self generated, coordinati()n· and balancing of competing priorities seems to 
receive less attention than many think necessary. · 

The State has certainly been a benevolent patron to both municipalities and 
counties. The State has developed and implemented formulas to share revenue 
from its broad-taxing' mechanisms,. and has allowed low~r levels of government to 
retain.some of the funds they collect for State mandated serVices. In addition, 'the 
State pays the expenses for many of the services it :mandates. 

. . . ~ ... 

The concerns raised by members of the Commission centered around the 
question, "Is this centralized structure, even though it was an appropriate step ,_ 
forward when it was taken and has achieved good resultS 'in the past, still the best 
way to deal with our current and_fu~ure ·governmental 'needs?". Implied in this, _ _.; 
question is the belief held by many that organizations and systems must. 
continuously evolve because reality continuous~y changes. In business, 
alterations_ in the economy or market require a business to ·change to survive; _, 
govemmental·structures tend to move along with great inertia and resistance to 
change. This all fits with our experience, but does it fit ourcbest in~rests? ·-·-:-··;:. \" 

~ .. ., . .... , .. 

Referring back to the principles of governance, our shared beliefs in local· control 
and in providing governmental services at that level of government with the 
ability to adequately deal with those issues which is closest to the people, imply the 
need tb re-think our current structure .. Also, the fact that regional problem 

. solving has become much more necessary because more of the governmental 
issues we deal with are regional in nature encourages us to re-think our current 
structure. 
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The current structure has led to the development of multiple ad hoc organizations 
to manage regional issues. This has removed management of these issues an 
additional step away _from the citizens and lessened the ability of the publi~ t;() 
participate in policy development concerning these issues. The current structure, 
by encouraging the proliferation of single purpose regional organizations, does 
not allow coordination and balancing of competing interests to achieve best 
possible outcomes for the citizens as a whole .. 

'· 

The current structure consolidates legislativ·e and executive responsibilities in a 
group of three ·commissioners, but· deprives them of full authority by giving 
management responsibility for specific departments to elected department heads. 
This structure dilutes accountability and makes effective management difficult. 
It also does not allow the county to benefit from the professional management 
common at both state and municipal levels. 

The influence of the commissioners is diluted by the fact that the commissioners 
can generate revenue to fund the county's activities only from fees or by levying 
surcharges on local property taxes. The lack of a direct taxing.· ~echanism 
means that in addition to being responsible to arid. held account~ble by the 
electorate, the county commissioners must also appease municipal and state 
officials who at times second guess cotinty priorities and decisions. 

There are too few commissioners to meaningfully represent the citizens. No ·other 
level of govel"riinent in Main~ has one elected legislator rep~esentin~ in excess of 
60,o'oo cid~ens. Also, having three-Commissioners fulfill both the executive and 
legisla:ti:v~- functions, while ha-ring only budgetary authority over a variety of other 
elect~d. County officials, is not an effective govern~ce structure. Effectiveness 
reqclres.tliat.responsibility, authority and the ability to administer be clearly and 
logically related~ When County Commissioners have budget approval authority 
but cannot hire and fire the administrators who will implement policy, the 
questj.on of who is responsible for performance is fuzzy at best. The Commission 
believ~s a new structure for both exeeutive and legislative functions is necessary if 
County· government is to meaningfully fulfill its responsibilities in an era of . , r·. 

increased regional problem solving. · 

.. - ,· 

Recommended Structure of County Government 

The Commission recommends that County legislative responsibilities be carried 
out by an elected County Council. Current State law allows up to seven County 
Commissioners. 'rhe Commission. recommends that State law be ch~ged so 
Cumberland County can establish a County legislative body consisting or' twelve 



members, 9 elected from districts and 3 elected at large, all with staggered three 
year·' terms. · · · · : · ,, :·.·-- ..... , 

The executive function should be carried out by a full time County executive 
elected at large and limited to two four-year terms. The Commission discussed 
whether this executive should have a "weak" or "strong" role. In the end, the 
CommissiO,.n believed that a "strong" executive will better meet the needs of the 
county. This person will be full;r. .. :re~pon~ib,le to. the .~tizens arid the legislative 
body for administration of county ~erviees_. The sheriff and district attcimey Will 
be elected by the citizens. All other county positions except the executive -~d the 
commissioners will be appointed by the executive with cOnfirmation by the Cotinty 
Council. 

Several basic tenets underlie the Commission's recommendations concerning ·the 
·structure of county government. Many issues- are inherently regional in nature, 
yet are not currently managed from. a regional perspective. If county government 
is to provide the forum required to bring a regional perspective to bear on specific 
problem areas, the county government structure must allow meaningful 
representation of the citizens in the process. Three county. commissioners 
representing over 200,000 people does not adequately allow meaningfubcitizen 
input. Therefore, a larger legislative body makes· sense. · ·· ·; 

. ·~ i: 

Legislators elected to··serve the county must be chosen in line with the one·person, 
one vote principle. Also, the v·arious sub-regions of the county may well have 

. differing needs which should be adequately represented in a county legislature. 
The need for the ~ounty.legislJltlJ.re to act in the best .interests of the citiz~ns of the 

. county as a whole, regardless .. of what sub-region each legislator lives ·in w~ also 

. discussed. Therefore the Commission believes that a mixture of at-l~rge and 
. district legislators makes sense .. ·. · ; · .. 

The Commission believes strongly that the executive. function should be .separate 
from the legislative function. Our country has a solid history of success with a 
system of balanced power between legislative and executive functions. An elected 
executive allows the citizens to judge candidates based on what the candidates tell 
the citizens they will do if elected. This process not only assures that thE!'cltizens 
know what they will get if they elect a certain person, it also makes possible the 
kind of leadership which organizations so desperately need if they ·are. to 
accomplish good results in an increasingly complex society. 

Cumberland County has been notoriously ineffective in Augusta over the years. 
The inabjlity of elected officials in Cumberland County to agre_e on mea~ures to 
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benefit the county has led to poor results for many bills presented to the State 
legislature. One way to deal with.this problem is to have an elected leader who 
can represent the interests Jlf the county as a whole in Augusta. 

The current structure of county government requires that in addition to electing 
County Commissioners, many other county positions are elected. Many of these 
positions are administrative in nature and, in most modern governm.ents, are 
usually handled by professional staff. The exceptions to this are the sheriff and 
the district attorney. The Commission believes that it makes sense to elect the 
legislative body, th~ executive, the sheriff and the district attorney. 

:' 5. 
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QUESTION4: 

How should regional/county government be funded? Is there a 
better method of funding than the property _tax? 

ANSWER: 

County go~~nlm.ent should reduce the property tax burden on County citizens, by 
seeking from the state the ability to generate its own revenue from county option 
taxes. This method of funding would give the citizens of the colinty· the final 
authority for the type and level of taxation used to fund county services. It would 
spread the burden of taxes somewhat in the direction of visitors and others who do 
not live in the County 

Background For This Answer 

The County budget for 1992 is approximately ten million dollars. Of that, eight 
million dollars is raised from the property tax and two million dollars is raised 
from fees for services provided by the County. When the debt service for the new 
jail comes on line in another year or so, the County budget will go up by more than 
two million dollars. 

Reliance on the property tax is an inadequate means of funding county 
government. Reliance on increased funding from revenue sources controlled by 
the state is also inadequate as a means to fund county government. Both of these 
funding methods remove county government from direct responsibility for raising 
the funds which it expends. Second-hand funding also leaves county government 
open to second guessing by the primary revenue generator, i.e., the 
municipalities or the state. 

The need to reduce the County's dependence on the property tax was a major point 
of discussion by the Commission. The need for the County to have a way to pay for 
its own needs without fear of the State deciding to re-allocate funding so that the 
State's financial needs receive priority was discussed. The need to come to grips 
with the fact that the only way to reduce dependence on the property tax is to have , 
another funding source for County services was discussed. Some members of the 
Commission felt that this could best be achieved by demanding that the State 
allocate to the Counties the entire real estate transfer tax, jail operations 
surcharge tax, and other fees currently generated at the County and taken by the .· 
State. Most members felt that this would not happen and that another approach : 
was needed. 



The Collllriission recommends the county fund its service by establishing a 
revenue mix of fees for services, provided_,, sales tax revenue and property tax 
revenue. County expenses -should be funded on the foll()wing basis: 

Approximately 20% from fees for services provided to individuals cr 
. . 

individual towns 

Approximately 40% from property tax 

Approximately 40% from the proceeds of a County option sales tax. 

The Commission developed the following rationale for funding of county 
government. 

• Fees should pay for those services which benefit individuals or individual 
communities rather than the County as a whole. 

• Reliance on the property tax should be substantially reduced, but not 
eliminated because the stability of a property based tax is helpful to 
governments because it doesn't fluctuate with economic activity. 

• Access to a broad based tax is necessary to reduce reliance on the propert:v 
tax. A county option sales tax of 1/2% would allow funding for coun :;~' 
services to be shifted from the property tax to the sales tax, and would lea.<·e 
funds left over for distribution to the municipalities in the county via ~.,, 

revenue sharing mechanism. Also, since Cumberland County sends about 
20% more tax dollars to Augusta than it receives back, a county option sale':' 
tax should be preferable to increased state sales tax to citizens of the county 
The funds from that one half percent (12 million dollars based on 1988 
numbers) should be allocated in the following manner: 

Whatever is needed to achieve the 40% to the County budget should hs 
allocated to the County 

The remainder should be distributed to the municipalities using the 
same revenue sharing formula the State uses. Distributing part of 
the sales- t8.x revenue to the municipalities will help them meet their 
responsibilities. 
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The County option sales tax should be i~pleinented' only if passed fn citizen . 
referendum. 

• The County Charter should build budgetary discipline into the system. To 
accomplish this, the year after implementation of these recommendations 
should be established as . a base year. Waiting one year will allow the 
impact of changes such as moving human services funding from 
municipalities to the County to be built into the County budget. The 
operating expenses of the County should be allowed to increase each year 
after the base year only by some objective scale, such as the Consumer Ptice 
Index; This provision shoUld be able to be overridden by referendum vote' of . 
the citizens. 

;· ··:.··· . ,.· 
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·QUESTION 5: 

. What legal changes are necessary to implement any suggestions made? 
..... 

ANSWER: 

Many cha.Jl.~es will be ·necessary. · ·That is ~ .. why we have . xn~~e the broader 
recommendation that the County Corfunissiollers initiate a· dialog regarding the 
structure of government 'tlfroughout the''State. ·· ;.\ .. , · 

The Commission recommellds that the County Commissioners seek legal advice 
conceriring changes in sta~ law. Current state law allows up to seven county 
commissioners. The Commission recommends twelve. Current law do·es not 
allow cotinty:optiori. taxes. It also does not address an· elected countY execu~ye. . ·:,.: . 
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WHY CONSIDER CHANGE: CRISIS VS. SYSTEMATIC CHANGE 

Since societies of people have needs which require public goods and services~ and 
since these needs evolve over time as societies change, various ways to adapt to 
changing needs are developed and implemented. The role of counties in the State 
of Maine has not evolved as needs have changed. The role of counties in Maine 
has changed little in the approximately 250 years they have been in existence. 
However, much has changed about Maine, the United States and the world in 
those 250 years. ···· · -.. , ,r; :, 

Improvements in communications such as tel~phony, radio_ and r;r'V; adv~ces in 
personal transportation such as automobil-es- and' airpla~e~_; ~nd ad~ances 'in 
transportation of goods by truck, rail, ship and. air have changed our co~cepts of 
what is near by and what is far away, what is accessible and what is; relll.~te. 
These and other factors have caused other changes in Maine, among the jobs 
available in the economy, the living and working patterns of people, the influence 
of the national and world economies on the economy and jobs in Maine, the values 
of the citizens in areas such as environmental management and land use, and 
much, much more. This larger population, more aware of the variety of factors 
which impact their lives and the lives of their children, more cognizant of the 
finite resources available in Maine and the world, and more accustomed to 
working within organizations to get things done has different expectations than 
the Mainers of 250 years ago or even 50 years ago. 

As society has gotten more complex, it has become obvious that some problems 
are most appropriately dealt with on a regional basis. A good example is 
management of solid waste. In a relatively short period of time we have gone 
from burning trash in a barrel in the back yard, to taking trash to town dumps, to 
taking trash to town landfills, to taking trash to town transfer stations which take 
it to RWS for incineration, to recycling as much of our trash as possible. Whereas 
local solutions worked well when we were unaware of the environmental impact 
of discarding our trash locally, a regional sol uti on became preferable when a 
large capital investment and expert engineering knowledge became necessary in 
order to deal with the problem. 

Other examples of regional problem solving abound. The Greater Portland 
Council of Governments administers a shared purchasing program and is the 
regional planning agency which coordinates the state's growth management 
effort. PACTS, the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System 
manages a sub-regional system to prioritize transportation improvement needs 
and allocate federal transportation funds. Many state departments are organized 
into regions for purposes· of service administration. Many organizations with 
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quasi public responsibilities, such as Threshold To Maine's Future, human 
s~rvices, agencies and the Saco River Corridor Commission, operate on a re~onal 
basis. · 

f· 

Most members of the Commission believe . that the movement tow~i.d~; ~egiorial 
. . . ~ ' ' . . . . .' . ,.ft~ .. 1 

problem .. solving is the. natural outgrowth of factors such as those mentioned 
above. The question becQmes are we .better off with many different''i{a·· hbc"'·. · 
organizations,.~ch with its own defiirltion of.the region and its own selfdefined : ·. 
area of responsibility and governance structure. Or are we bettez.- off moVing 
toward a stronger County government which can. coordinate public policy for 
regional problems and which will more directly represent the citiz~·~s ~otigh· its· 1 

elected repres.entati ves. . . 

··~ ' ... 
·: ... · •' 



REPORT Oli' 
-.,, ..... 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
. . . 

It is a time when many are re-thinking the role of all levels of government in the 
State of Maine. County government should play an important role in this re
thinking process. For this to happen, the historic lack of confidence in county 
government felt by many leaders ·and decision makers in Maine must be 
addressed. The County Commissioners should step forward, regardless of their 
personal beliefs about the role. of County government, and lead a structured dialog· 
about re-forming County government. . · 

The model of county government developed ·py the Commission To Evaluate 
County/Regional Government provides a focal point for discussions about re- · 
forming County government. The County Commissioners should conduct ·. 
workshop meetings with citizens in each County district, municipal officials, 
business leaders, interest group members, State legislators and administrators, 
Commissioners from other counties, and groups with a history of seeking 
improved governance in Maine such as the Maine Municipal Association, the 
Muskie School of Public Policy and the Maine Development Foundation. These 
workshops should present the model ·and ask for input, suggestions, concerns 
and ideas for improving governance, especially County government. 

The goals of this effort should be: 

• To present the concepts and issues identified by the Commission to the 
citizens and leaders of the region thereby encouraging them to think 
through for themselves the appropriate structure for government as a 
whole, and specifically county government 

• To get ideas and suggestions from the citizens and leaders of the region for 
improvement of county government 

• To encourage discussion about the role of county government so that 
citizens can make an informed decision when voting on the referendum to 
establish a county charter commission. 

By facilitating discussions among the various groups mentioned above, the 
Cumberland County Commissioners will be fulfilling an important civic role. 
Presenting new ideas, seeking new and better ideas, and facilitating discussion 
and action concerning how to improve our governance structure is the type of 
leadership needed if we are to make the difficult and risky decisions necessary for 
meaningful change in government. 
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After facilitating public discussion about the role of county government, the 
Cumberland County Commissioners, pursuant to Title 30, § 1551, subsection 1 of 
Maine Statutes, should order the establishment of a charter commission to 
develop a county charter. This order will cause the question of whether to 
establish a charter commission to go to the voters at a regular or special statewide 
election. In addition, it will allow for two people from each county district to be 
elected to the charter commission, should it be approved by the citizens. 

CONCLUSION 

The members of the Commission to Evaluate County/Regional Govern.ment wish 
to thank the Cumberland County Commissioners for the opportunity of 
participating in this effort. The work was certainly neither easy nor without 
discord. But it was very stimulating and meaningful in. that it captured. the 
essence of the governmental re-structuring debate currently taking place in our 
country. 

County government does not have a history of popular support in the New 
England states. As we have all been aware from the beginning, proposals to alter 
the. role of county government, especially when the recommendations will 
strengthen county government, will be very controversial. However, that the 
changes recommended will not please some is not the issue. Our country is great 
because we believe in change. We believe in finding a better way. We believe in 
envisioning a better future and trying as hard as we can to get there. In terms of 
the issues studied by the Commission to Evaluate County/Regional Government, 
we believe we are presenting a better way. 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONS FOR GOVERNANCE MODELS 

PREFACE 

Our work process calls for giving all members of the Commission, either individually or in self

selected groups, an opportunity to present models of how to accomplish the functions of government 

in our region, whether through regional governance1 or not. Then th.e Committee will compare 

and contrast the models as a first step.t9ward deciding what structure woWd be most effective. . ·.... . . . ., . 

It will be much easier to compa~e th~ 'v~rious models if they ~re·.~rganized on SQ.me consistent 
' . . 

basis. The way to assure consistent organization, we propose, is to build all models around the 
-"'"7 

answers to a set of questions. These questions will cover the whole range of issues in the charge 

from the Commissioners, while stimulating thought and creativity.·. The question structure will 
·; 

also act as an outline for each model. The intent of the questions is to make sure each 'Qlodel at·. 
' . . 

least considers all the relevant issues in regional governance, without suggesting or requiring I 

any particular way to resolve those issues. Our aim in constructing the questions has been to a~id.,. . 

slanting the final decision by what is included or left out of the. questions. We have tried to make ·. · 

sure every point of view is capable of being presented in answer to these q11.estions. 

The answer to each question. should include a statement of the· reasons for the answer, the 

advantages and disadvantages of the proposal, etc. In this way we hope to· allow members to test 

both their own assumptions and logic and the assumptions and logic of other. models. 

Models should represent optimum solutions, without regard to assumed p~litical constraints. In 

other words, people should describe what they really want, without worrying about whether it would 

be acceptable to State legislators, municipal officials, et al. Later in the P,rocess, after we have 
agreed upon a model, we will decide what has to be modified· in· the model to; make it acceptable to 

the citizens of this region. We will also decide 'later on the actions needed to implement our 

recommendations. 

1The exact meaning of "regional" will be defined l'ater in this document. 

The term "regional governance" is used here to any form of organization, formal or informal, 

that extends beyond municipal lines. It is distinct from "regional govern.mW", which is a body 

defined in law that is able to pas·s laws, impose taxes, etc. As the pages which follow will 

demonstrate, "regional governance" may or may not include "regional government". 

WSR R3 90110lll 



NISFOR 

INTRODUCTION/INSTRUCTIONS 

This set of questions rests on this principle: governance should exist for weli-defined purposes, 

or else it should not exist at all. In other words, governance is based on the need to accomplish 

some functions and/or deliver some services that cannot be better accomplished in some other 

way. We do not have governance for its own sake, or the sake oftraditioh. 

For that· reason, the fundamental questions for any model are: What functions 'and services are 

best provided by government? And at what level of government.)& each function or service best 
\ ~; p • • • ~·· ••• • • • .. • • • ' 

provided? All other issues and choices flow from the answers to these que~tions . 
. ·,.:. 

Thus, the first section of QUESTIONS. FOR GOVERNANCE. M;ODELS·· is a table that· asks you to 

consider' the Jri&j~r categories of functions and services and where the;y, should be a8signed. You 

will complete some or all. of the remaining sections, ,depending on how you answered the first 

section. For information, we will provide a similar table that shows .. -.where each function and 
-~ . . . ' . ' ~ "• . 

service is currently assigned. You ·are not in ~Y way bound by':~·e ·.current assignments, 

however. 

Please keep in mind that model-building should not be limited by concerns about how to 
' • • ' ' ' • • • •. r '>' \' ,J ·, .:. 

implement what they contain. Implementation is'a separate issue, one which~Will receiv.e its fair 
~ ·'··~ ... ••·. . ~ J •• ~ 

share of attenti~n. AS the Preface said, '91-Jdel.s -~ould represertt what people thin.'ko:is ideal. 

Start your model by completing SECTION 1: SERVIC:E.S AND FUNctiONS TABLE, together · 
-~- ··:-,.> •••• •• •• 

. . ... • ... ~,~ ... -
with the ~ATIONS that supports the TABLE. Their select from the remaining SECTIONS 

•i.; 

only.the ones that support what you chose in.S:ECTION I. Answer all th~i! _questions 'i.ri these 
1. 

SECTIONS, using whatever format works best fo~ you; You ·may go beyond just the answering the 
" . .'I' 

questions, of course, to include whatever ideas and comments are appropriate to express your 

model to the fullest. . 

.,, 
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SECTION 1: SERVICES AND FUNCTIONS TABLE 

The table on the next page lists several services and functions which are or could be provided by 
governmental organizations of some kind. (Definitions of the various items in the table are found 
on the page following the table.) For each service or function, please check at least one column to 
indicate the level of governance at which the service or function would be most effectively 
provided. (You may assign a seroice or function. to more than. one kvel, but be sure to discUBB on. 
tM EXPJ.ANATIONS page why and how it would be split.) Make your choice(s) about each service 
or function after considering all the factors below, bearing in mind that most of your choices may 
require trade-oft's among these factors: 

a. ACCOUNTABILITY: What level ~II permit the most appropriate level of broad-based 
citizen understanding and influence over 'decisions and a:ctioris regarding the 
service/function? What level will provide the best forum for.identify issues related .to 
the service or function? 

b. LOCAL CONTROL: What is the lowest level at which the s~rvice or function can be 
carried out with the optimum balance of effectiveness and accessibility by citizens? 

c. EQUITY: What level will produce the greatest equity among those whq.benefit from the 
service or function and those who pay for it? 

d. POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND COORDINATION: At what level will policy about the 
service or function best be developed and coordinated? 

e. SERVICE DELIVERY: At what level would the service or function best be delivered or 
administered? 

f. . EFFECTIVENESS/EFFICIENCY: At what level is it most likely that decisions and 
actions related to the service or function will favor the long-term interests of the 
majority of citizens ratherthan special interest/advocacy groups? At what level will 
the most positive combination of (1) quantity or quality of results and (2) lowest unit 
cost or total cost be attained? At what level will the greatest economies of scale be 
achieved? · 

.. '; 

g. RESPONSIVENESS:· At what level will the most appropriate degree of responsiveness 
to citizens'· legitimate- needs regarding this service or function be achieved?. 

h. CONSISTENCY: How much consistency in policy and/or service delivery is needed 
across jurisdictions or geographical territory with regard to this service. or function? 
Which level will product that co~s~stency? 

i. FLEXIBILITY: With regard to this service or function, how much flexibility is needed 
to adapt policy and/or service delivery to differing conditions? What level is most 
likely to permit the appropriate flexibility? 

j. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND LEADERSHIP: Which level is most likely to 
encourage citizen participation in civic life with regard to this service or function? 



SERVICES AND FUNCTIONS MATRIX 

The table oolo~ lists a number of services and functions that maybe p;~~ded.by one or m~re levels of govemment.l You may add as many 
setvices and functions as you like to the list; use blank-paper, if there is not enough room in the table. Then use the EXPLANATION page to 
describe why you assigned each service or function where you did. As you desCrlbeyou'r rationale, refer to the ten factors listed.on page 3, above. 

.. . ' . . 

,. LEVEL OF GOVERNMENTTO WHICH THE SERVICE OR FUNCTION SERVICES AND FUNcrtONS SHOULD BE ASSIGNED 
(Enltles In /lalk:s ore odclons to orglncll/sl) 

COL2 CQ..3 COL4 ca..s "COL6 CQ..7 

CITIES/ VOLUNTARY REGIONAL EXISDNG REGIONAL STATE GOV'T 
TOWNS COMPACT FUNCTIONAL LIMITED GOV'T SHOULD 

ORGAN I- PURPOSE NOT 
·ZATION COUNTY PROVIDE 

GOV'T. 
ADMINISTRATION: 

• Maintain deeds and other official 
records 

•.::· 

• Serve legal process documents 
• Provide- joint purchasing of supplies .. 

and equipment for local govern- ·~~ 

.-~:~{.. 
ments .. 

• Operate cMI court system .. 
• Operate criminal courts and prose- . • ;1 •' 

cutor system 
• p,fCIIKJgfll7)8fll and Rscal Control of 

Regional Government 
• Ucenslng 4 Certfflcollon 

.. ·- ' .-

... '· ·.' 

1 For oses of these models we are not includin the Federal overnment. 



I TOPIC I cmEs I VOL COMP. J REG FUNC OR I EXIST crv I REG G9Vll STATE I GOV.T NP I. ,, 
·' • .. .·' .,·. ,, · .... ·· 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: .. 

• Economic Development Strategy 
• Convention and Visitor Promotion . ' 

• Attraction ~ New Businesses 
• ~pport for Entrepreneurial ActivHies 
• Manage sharing among towns of 

tax revenue derived from develop- ., ... 
ments having regional Impact · · ... .. :• 

• Employment/Labor modeling 
projections 

• Unemployment Compensation/Job 
Service .. :.· 

..... ... - -•¥•• ··-······· ;~ ....... .. .... , ...... 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: 

• Site Review ~- 0 0 M "''' ' 

• Protection ~ Open Space ' 
• Air QuaiHy Enhancement 
• Water Quality Enhancement 
• Solid Waste Management 
• Waste Water Treatment -- General .... 

• Protection from Hazardous Materials 
• Waste Water Treatment -- Site 

Specific 
.. ._ .. ~--

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ...... 

• Primary /Secondary Education Pol- ~ . . .. ' 

Icy 
'··. Primary /Secondary Education Ad· 

ministration and Execution 
• Learning Resource Systems, lnclud-

lng libraries 
. . Health and Human Care Policy 

• Health and Human Cae Services 
• Health and Human Care Funding -• General Assistance 



I TOPIC 
4., 

1 cmEs I voL coMP. I REG FUNC OR I EXIST crv I REG GOV'T I sr ATE I GOV'T No 1 
·.· 

INFRASTRUCTURE: .. ... 
'· ;..·· 

• Construct and/or Manage CIVIC. .. 
Center and other entertainment. fa::. ., 

cllilles .. 

• Construct and/or Manage Conven- . . 

t1on Center md other busln_. facHI-
ties 

·~ . . :: 
.•. 

• Transportation Plaming ·' ., 

Transportation. Management, In- ' • : ·;.. 

eluding some or all of bus service, ., 

airport managem·ent, railroad d8- ';; 
velopment, and road building and ... 
maintenance : 

• Provision of Water Supply '" 
.. 

LAND USE MANAGEMENT: ' 
• Land Use/Comprehensive Planpihg. · 
• Transfer of Development ·Rights . .. 

Program .. 

• Zoning 

PUBLIC SAFETY: -

Civil Emeryv. K;Y Planning 
.. ~. • ··. •, 

' 
Civil Emergency Management· 

'• . • 
• Police/law Enforcement Pol_lcy 
• Emergency Medlcai/Reseue Ser-

vice 
• Are Protection .. .. Administration of· Corrections. Sys-

tem/FaciiHies · ·/ · 

• Emergency Dispatch Service 
.. ~ . .. 

OTHER: • . ·.'".;.. .. . • .. 
·c 

... 
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. DEFINITIONS .· 

1. "CITIES/TOWNS" means all municipalities in the region. 

2. "VOLUNTARY COMPACT' means an organization which is formed on the initiative of two or 
more municipalities for some specific purpose. Current examples include the Council of 
GovernmentS and fire department mutual support agreements. · · · · 

3. "REGIONAL FUNCnONAL ORGANIZATION" means a body that exists for a narrow set of 
purposes or tasks. Current examples include School Administrative Districts, the Portland 
Water District and the Regional Waste System. A regional functional organization may be 
voluntary, like RWS, or it could be compulsory, like PWD, with power to pass regulations 
and raise revemie ·within the seoptf of its purposes. · , , 

1 

4.· · "EXISTING LIMITED PURPOSE COUNTY GOVERNMENT" is the existing Cumberland County. 
government, with any modifications· you make later in your model. 

5. "REGIONAL GOVERNMENT' means a new, more comprehensive body with the power to make 
laws and levy revenues in some form. It generally includes both legislative and executive 
functions. 

6. · "STATE" means the State of Maine. 

,.;..., 

· ..... 
(:.,. .. 

.· 



. r· .. 

EXPLANATIONS. 

. . : 

· .... ;, . 

. •, •. ! .. ~· ' • 
f• : .... 

.i · .. 

·.:· 

·.• .. -.. ,-



SECTION II: VOLUNTARY COMPACTS 

Complete this section only if you have selected VOLUNTARY COMPACTS (COLUMN 3) ior 
one or more services or functions. 

1. How many Voluntary Compacts should there be? List each one and describe its purpc~~
functions, or services. 

Answer the following questions for each voluntary compact you have proposed: 

2. What should be the qualifications or requirements for membership? 

3. What should the boundaries be? (You may assume the boundaries may differ frc:.· 
organization to another.) · · 

4. Is any governing structure needed? If.not, why not? 

If so, how would the organization be governed? 

a. By an elected·· body? 

b. By a body appointed by the municipal members? 

In either case, how would "ownership" and/ or voting rights be apportioned amo::• ... 
towns? · · 

5. What authority, if any, should the voluntary compact have over municipalitie'2 ., ;-,:;l,• 

regional government? 

6. What should its funding source(s) be? 

a. Member dues 

· b. Service fees -- identify which one(s) 

c . Voluntary contributions 



·. ~ .... •· ·~.-: :;. 
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SECTION Ill: REGIONAL' FUNCTIONAL ORGANizATIONS 

1. 

... 

Complete this section only if you have selected REGIONAL FUNCTIONAL . ORGA~IZA TION 
(COLUMN 4) for one or more services or functions. 

How many regional functional ~rganiz8tions should·there be? List each one and.'des.cri.~ its 
· purposes, functions, or services. . 

a. Which of these functional organizations, if any, should~ voluntary_·f~r--tOwns in the 
region? . ··. . . -·· · '. · .··:·. -,:_·. .. 

b. -Which of them, if ariy;•should be compUlsory f~~ town.s in th_e regioh? _..,. · 

An.Swer:the following que~tipnsfor_ eaeh functiomzl organ'~atic;m you have proposed: 
''•'• " I of·• • 

2. What should be the qualifications or requirements.Jo~ .me~bership? 
"< ·,. .• \ • I • • • i I', • }'<;" •• · • 

a. 'wb~t should the b.ound&iies. be? cY.oU. may as~ume the .boundaries may differ fro~ one 
OJ"ganization to ano_t,her.) .. 

4. How would the organization be gov~~ed? :. ~-. 

a. By an elected body? 

b. By a body appointed by the municipal members? 

In either case, how would "ownership" and/ or voting rights be apportioned among member 
towns? · 

5, What authority, if any, should each functional organization have over municipalities or any 
regional government? Conversely, what authority should municipalities have over the 
functional organization? 

6. What relationship, if any, should each functional organization have with any form of 
regional government, if one exists in your model? 

7. What shoUld its funding source(s) be? 

a. Real Property taxes 

b. Land Value taxes 

c. Personal Property tax 

d. Sales tax 

e. Personal Income tax 

f. Corporate Income Tax 

g. Service fees -- identify which one(s) 

h. Voluntary contributions 

i. Other 



SECTION IV: · EXISTING COUNTY GOVERNMENT 

Complete this section only if you have selected EXISTING COUNTY GOVERNMENT (COLUMN 
5) for one or more services or functions. 

1. What responsibilities/authority does Cumberland County require in order to provide the 
services and/or functions you have assigned? What changes from the current 
responsibilities/authority, if any, does your model represent? 

2. What should be the structure of elected government -- for example, number of 
Commissioners, their powers, etc.? What changes from the ~ent structure, if any, does 
your model structure represent? 

3. What should be the executive/administrative structure of C~~nty Government? What 
changes from the current structure, if'any, does your model structure represent? 

. . .. 

4. How should officers such as Sheriff, Reiistrar of Deeds, et al., be selected? What changes 
from the current structure, if any, does your model structure represent? · 

5. How should Cumberland County government be funded? What changes from the current 
. funding mechanisms, if any, does your model structure represent? 

·•.:· 

·.· 

.. ·~~ ·. 

:· .; ... 
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SECTION V: REGIONAL GOVERNMENT 

Complete this section only if you have selected REGIONAL GOVERNMENT (COLUMN 6) for 
one or more services or functions. 

i. What should be the responsibilities and authority of the regional government? 

a. What limits should be placed on the responsibilities and authority? 

b. · Should the powers and authority of the regional government come directly from the 
citizens of the region or from the municipalities which make up the region as defined? 

c. What authority, if any, should the regional government have over municipalities, 
.municipal compacts, and/or regional functional organizations? 

2. What·should be.the boundaries ofthe regional government? 

a . Bigger? Smaller? 

b. What is the rationale for the boundaries? ·.·.• 

c. · If the boundaries you propose are different from the existing Cumberland County 
boundaries, what should happeltJo :to:wns currently in Cumberland c·otinty which.do not 
fall within the new boundaries you propose? 

d . A related question, but one which need not be answered: For the State as a whole, should 
it be necessary for every town to be included in a regionaVcounty government, or could 
regional governments around the State leave out some towns?" · 

3. How should the legislative function be strUctured? That is: 
··:. 

a. How many elected representatives should there be? 

b. Should representatives be elected by (choose one or propose an alterna~ive): 

( 1) City and Town Councils 

(2) Citizens voting within their municipalities as districts 
·.· 

(3) Citizens voting in districts of approximately equal population, with~~t'regard to 
municipal lines? 

c·'" What s~ould the po,wers of the legislative body be? 

d. What limits/constraints should be placed on the.powers .. of the legislative body? 

e. What.should the representatives be titled? '. ;~ 

4. How should the executive function be structured? That is: 

a . How should the executive be derived (choose one or propose an alternative): 

( 1) An Executive elected in the same way as the representatives (see #3b, above) 

(2) An Executive appointed by the elected representatives (similar to a Town 
Manager) 

(3) An elected Executive who appoints a professional administrator 



···.--: 

.• •"r 
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·b. What should be the powers of the Exeeutive? 

(1) What limits/constraints should be place on the powers and authority of the 
Executive? 

(2) What should the person incharge be titled? 

5. What other regional offices, if any, should be elected by. the citizens? (E.g., sheriff, Register 
of Deeds)· ·· · 

G··'' · What role(s) should regional government .play in delivery of s~rvices (chQose one or propoSe 
an alternative): · 

a. 

b. 

c. 

It should provide direct service delivery to citizens only through its own 
administration. 

. . 
It should not provide any services directly; instead, it should contract .with public 
and/or private organizations to. deliver services. : ,,· .... 

It should provide a mix "Of direct and contracted services, with the choice depending on 
cost, quality, and similar factors. 

' ' 

7. To what extent, :if any, should the regional government encourage development of regional 
functional organizations a~d!or voluntary compacts, ·perhaps with boundaries different 
from those of the regional government? 

8. What should its fuDding goals and sourceCs) be? Select any or all of the items below, and/or 
add others. For each one you select, outline how the tax would work, including cover~e, 
rates, exemptions, etc. If possible, identify how much would be raised by each of your choices 
if it were to exist in ~991. · · · 

a. Real Property taxes 

b. Land Value taxes 

c. Personal Property tax ·:..:.:.r 

d. Sales tax 

e. Personal Income tax 

f. Corporate- ·Income Tax ··'.: 
.' ~. I ·; ~ ·,. 

g. Service fees -- identify which one(s) 

h. Voluntary contributions 

i. Other ,.:. 

9. What should the budget process be like? To what extent, if any, should any forms of expenses 
be subject to citizen approval? 
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SECTION VI: GENERAL QUESTIONS 

1. If you believe the existing County government should be abolished and not replaced with any 
new forms of regional governance, what should be done with the existing functions of County 
government? 

a. Which should be taken over by the State? Why? 

b. Which should be taken over by municipalities? Why? 

e. Which should be passed to private enterprise, with oversight by the State of 
municipalities? Why? 

d . Which should be abolished altogether? Why? 

2. If you selected any form of regional governance: 

a. What values or fundamental beliefs should underlie regional governance? 

b. What are the purposes of regional governance? 

c. What limits, if any, should be placed on regional governance? In other words, what 
should it not be allowed to do, regardless of the form it takes? 

3. If you assigned any services or functions to a regional government: could or should the 
existing Cumberland County government continue to exist while a new regional 
government with different powers, boundaries, and structures also operates? Or are the two 
incompatible? 
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October 26, 1992 

The Han. Gary Plummer, 
County Commissioner Chairman 

The Han. Richard Hewes 
The Han. Joseph Mazziotti 
142 Federal Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-4196 

Dear Honorable Commissioners: 

L D 15~ 

Attached please find the minority report of the Cumberland County 
Commissioner's Commission to_evaluate County Re~ional Government. 

It took from the the foundation of Cumberland County Government 
to the year 1985 for the county budget to rise to an expenditure 
level of $5.5 million. At this point the county Commissioners 
were given budget autonomy by Maine State Legislature. Following 
this bench mark, the county budget has nearly tripled to the cur
rent expenditure _proposal of $13.8 million for 1993~ 

It is painfully obvious from our two-year Study that th~ problem 
with Cumberland County Government is not its structure, but is 
instead the priori ties and decisions of our County c·amrnissioners. 
As an example, there was a $625,000 surplus in the 1990 budget, 
of which only $200,000 was returned to the paying municipalities. 
This, combined with the-recent $238,000 deficit at the civic cen
ter and the sending out of the. $25-million bond to build a county 
jail when a site location was undetermined, have continued to un
dermine the public's confidence. · 

-· .... Out of the . 24· active in :this commission to _,_evaluate. 
County/Regiortal_.Goverrunent, 13 were _participants·_ in the VISION 

_ 2000 planning group._ ·'This V:ISION · 2000 majority- report raises 
grave conc~rns. that. municipalities ~,n- C1lii1Perland County a,pd ad
jacent York . County .will be district~d into_ mere neighborhood 
place p.a.mes within _a, --r~structured, ·''regionalized", cotinty_ plan- . 

· ning corporation. We .are concerned that Greater Portland·. Council 
- of Governments will pu~sue its policy initiatives by. subjecting 

local -small businesses to policy-ba-sed operational regulations, 
·· ~nd other_forrns of collective oversight and control. 

Support for .. thi~ commission's work· is nearly rion..:existent. 
Frequently meetings were only discussions b~cause there- was no 

.quorum. The public seldom attended or spoke at any of our.hear
-ings .. . Quite possibly many . commission members lost interest as 
-it became clear that the. VISION 2000 goals included a price_ tag 
that sets new levels of spending and taxation. 



After many hours and two years of service, we have come to the 
realization that this commission was hand-selected with a pre
determined goal of endorsing the VISION 2000 recommendations of 
expansive county government and more taxes for all. 

At a time when taxes are crippling the country, and threatening 
homeowners, it is unthinkable that we would recommend an expanded 
form of government that would balloon taxes and the role of 
County Government. 

We do not have a revenue-generating problem in County Government. 
We do not have a County Government that is failing to meet the 
necessary service levels expected by municipalities and the 
voters. Conversely, we have three County Commissioners that 
wish to see County Government take on private sector functions, 
local government functions, and state government functions, that 
the taxpayers of Cumberland County neither want nor can afford. 
This commission's majority recommendation to implement VISION 
2000 in the form of a County Charter is much like the charter 
defeated by the voters in the early 1980's." 

We have served our county with the hope that the filing this 
minority report would show the people of Cumberland County a bet
ter way. 

We believe that the citizens of Cumberland County will be better 
served by a more responsive, less expensive, unobtrusive .county 
government. We strongly ~is agree with the findings of the 
majority . report which recommends yet another ·costly layer· of 
government. 

In short, expansion of Cumberland County's government is not the 
solution. It ha_s }?een the problem. 

Respectfully submitted, 

. --. Carolyn H. T. Cosby, Portland 
. Judy M. Carp€mter,-· So"Uth P6~tland . 
. Honorable Coun.cilor·Keyin J: •. Glynn, South- Portland 
_.l!onorable Representat"ive·Ernest·c. Greenlaw,.Standish 
·Paul A. Niehaus-,.· "Standish _· · 


